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how to use manual focus on your dslr lens cnet - how to use manual focus on your dslr lens but with just a little practice manual focusing becomes easier faster and the payoff more obvious switching to manual focus, using manual focus lenses on nikon dslr cameras - this is a simple method of using manual lens on dslr did this with nikon d5200 canon eos 350d cameras nikon sb 24 speed light settings with camera set the camera in m mode set iso as wish and switch off auto iso set lens f as wish focus manual with camera assist green dot set shutter speed 1 100 or above settings with sb, film manual focus lens use on dslr canon community - there are adapters that will allow certain fd type lenses to fit onto pre eos camera bodies no features of the lenses or camera bodies function together but all require an optical element in the design the light path to the sensor and that should just about seal the deal as to why you should simply move on with eos ef ef s lenses, zeiss manual focus lenses for dslr s wayne grundy s - zeiss manual focus lenses for dslr s zeiss manual focus lenses for nikon canon and pentax zeiss are manufacturing their classic manual focus primes with mounts for pentax zk canon ze and nikon zf, canon eos lens adapters using manual focus lenses on - using manual focus lenses on canon eos bodies left bower fisheye manual focus center vivitar 85 1 4 manual focus right zeiss 21 2 8 manual focus a common question from canon eos owners is whether older manual focus lenses from other manufacturers can be used with a canon eos body, canon eos manual focus dslr camera lenses ebay - canon eos manual focus dslr camera lenses skip to page navigation filter 3 canon eos manual focus dslr camera lenses manual focus lens for canon dslr cameras 85m c 28 product ratings 28 product ratings rokinon 85mm f 1 4 aspherical manual focus lens for canon dslr cameras 85m c 279 00 top rated plus, how to use nikon lens on canon dslr expertphotography com - the problem here is that canon lenses don t have infinity focus on a nikon dslr this is because nikon dslrs have a longer distance between the lens mount and the focal plane a canon lens would act more like an extension tube than a lens, why zeiss does not make autofocus dslr lenses - home cameras and lenses why zeiss does not make autofocus dslr lenses click to share on facebook opens in new window click to share on twitter opens in new window no auto zeiss for canon or nikon so we used manual focus before auto focus maybe we need to slow down a bit reply nasim mansurov